My universe in substance form, is limited to the boundaries set. I am commander - I have dominion - I am the law. I see my workmen passing through the streets, the veins of transportation going to theornhouse of my lungs, there to carry life substance throughout my universe. I am director of my reception auditorium in the senses of sound, where multitudes record the things brought to me phonetically. My senses taste the water. I absorb the fluid of life. I direct the chemists in their laboratory. I control the system of communication between the atoms of my cells. I direct the powers that raise a hand - that turn a page. I send my telescopes into focus on a distant star or nearer to another universe.

I am given dominion. I do not work my personnel too long - I let them rest at night. I reach to touch a curly head, that I have created through my birthright. For I found happiness; I found love in merging with another universe alike. And though we are separate in our ways, though our purposes are different in the destiny of the greater God, we are each our own in dominion over self. We direct our individual microcosmic universe, that it does not collide with others. For in this microcosmic, bounded substance form, each is God - responsible to the God of Gods - as agent to manifest His ways. So keep your universe in order and I shall keep mine in harmony of your ways. For I am God - my universe is me.
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BIOMAGNETIC RESEARCH

Advances in this field of science are on an ever increasing scale world wide.

"You may find this unbelievable - or quite ridiculous - but thousands of people are getting relief, even cures, by drinking 'magnetized' tea, coffee and soup.

Such 'magnetic treatments' are being given by qualified medical specialists in reputable clinics and hospitals of the USSR.

When news of this was given to the Publisher's translation service, naturally the reaction was: 'It is a joke? Sounds nonsensical.' But 'magnetic treatment' is neither nonsense nor a joke. It is the latest development of a new science: Magneto-Biology.

Your doctor may scorn 'magnetic treatment' as a fraud, outright quackery. Such an attitude is understandable, because Magneto-Biology has won recognition only in the last few years, and is still known only to very few medical personnel.

But as you will see in this Report, Magneto-Biology is, indeed, a science of great importance, bound to have far-reaching influence on the practice of medicine: the prevention of illness, the cure of disease, and the saving of human life.

This Report gives the fullest available explanation of what Magneto-Biology is, in non-technical terms. Various theories worked out so far. Methods of treatment now in use. The new types of magnets (having powerful fields) obtainable in North America (with source and approximate cost).

Facts in this Report, so far as we know, are not available to the public anywhere else. The Publishers stress that this Report is not intended as a
recommendation for treating any symptom or illness, and is offered solely for the reader's information.

Preliminary research (in USSR, Rumania and other countries) shows that magnetic fields may benefit people with chronic bronchitis, certain heart ailments, liver disease and Parkinson's disease. (Note: readers are advised that the Publisher's at present cannot supply further information regarding the above).

Soviet research reveals that treating the body with strong magnetic fields has beneficial effects on two widespread ailments: high blood pressure (hypertension) in its earlier stages, and "obliterating endarteritis" (a very serious disease which reduces and may even stop blood circulation in feet and legs).

General conclusions: research in the Soviet Union has gone far enough to prove that magnetism markedly affects human beings in three major ways. Single body cells are changed; groups of cells, tissues, specific organs are changed; and the entire body organism is changed.

Some Soviet researchers believe that one "control center" is especially sensitive to magnetic fields: the hypothalamus. This part of the brain influences the hypophysis, which secretes vital hormones governing growth, metabolism and the function of the endocrine glands.

Magnetic treatments are now in use. No matter what scientific "background" evidence you examine, such as we have outlined above, you will still feel like giving a sceptical laugh when you learn that such a thing as "magnetized water" is being used to treat a wide variety of human ailments, in Soviet clinics today.

These magnetic treatments were first developed by three specialists: Drs. Gregory Grebenashchikov, Ivan Shevtsov and Kirill Tovstoles. All are specialists in urology (diseases of the kidney,
bladder, etc.). They are in charge of the Urology Dept. at a famous Soviet hospital and research center: the Kirov Military Medical Academy, in Leningrad.

You can guess why their research was started. The profound effect which magnetism has on water (especially the breaking down of boiler deposits, radiator scale, etc.) led the three Leningrad urologists to wonder whether or not magnet-treated water would break down kidney stones.

The answer is that it does. Not all stones, and not in all patients. But hundreds of successful treatments in the USSR show that the method is promising, to say the least. Here are details so far available.

1. Two general methods. The most complex and difficult is to use the familiar "catheter" (fine tube inserted up into the bladder or even the urinary tract). Much simpler and most widely tested is simply to make the patient's tea, coffee, soups, etc., with magnet-treated water instead of ordinary water.

In fact the simplest method of all is for the patient to drink magnet-treated water, straight.

What are the effects? In many cases kidney stones gradually break down (and are harmlessly passed in urine). In many patients with a history of repeated kidney stone formation, magnet-treated water prevents further stone formation.

2. Leningrad treatments. Research and clinical tests gave rise to therapy not quite so simple as merely drinking water that has been subjected to magnetic force.

At the start of treatment a patient's total daily consumption of water (in all forms of drinks and cooked foods) is measured.

To begin with, one-fifth (20 percent) of that total water is magnet-treated.
The portion of magnet-treated water is slowly increased by small amounts daily, until 70 percent (7 ounces out of every 10 ounces consumed) is "magnetized".

The magnet-treated water is effective, they find, in any way consumed; as water, in tea or coffee or other drink, in soups, stews, jellies, or any dish at all.

3. Strength of the magnetic field. While we usually think of a magnet's strength as the "pull" it can exert on a piece of iron touched to its poles, scientists recognize many other factors in magnetic force.

There is magnetism in the field around the poles, magnetic field intensity, magnetic flux, magnetic moment, magnetic potential (magneto-motive force) and magnetic quantity. A wide range of measuring units is used, but here we will refer only to the one which is ordinarily most useful: magnetic flux.

This gives a good measure of the strength of the average field (force) near the magnet's poles, and is expressed in a unit called the gauss (named after the mathematician and physicist Frederick Gauss).

Thus, a modern alloy magnet weight 5 pounds or so may have a flux of some 2000 gauss. However, a similar magnet, three times heavier and bigger, may actually have a smaller flux because of a shape which puts its poles farther apart.

Neither a magnet's size nor weight nor lifting-power gives you a measure of its magnetic flux. You can get a highest-quality magnet weighing 16 pounds, with a flux of only 800 gauss: but it can lift a piece of iron weighing 300 pounds or more (such powerful magnets are common today). And you can also get a different design of magnet weighing only 3 pounds and capable of lifting no more than 10 pounds, yet it may have a magnetic flux that is much greater than the flux of the "stronger" magnet: 1300 gauss or more.
Important facts ... 

Modern magnets (made of alloys of nickel, aluminum, cobalt, iron) are available in high flux strengths, yet of small size.

Magnets used in treating water as a rule are either shaped like the letter "U" or like the letter "C"; water to be "magnetized" is passed between the two poles (the gap).

A wide range of magnetic flux has been used to treat water. However, they have found a practical guide in the USSR, for selecting proper flux. Their work proved that results depend considerably on the water that is used; rather, on the amount of salts dissolved in the water. So their practical rule is as follows:

First find out (from local water supply office or health department) what is the dissolved salts content of the water, given in milligrams per liter of water.

Suppose the figure is 300, or 700, or 900 milligrams of salts per liter. Then the magnetic flux of the magnet used by Soviet specialists to treat such water is, in each case, respectively 300 gauss, or 700 gauss, or 900 gauss.

4. How magnets are used. In all cases discussed here, permanent magnets are used. That is, magnets made of modern alloys and then specially processed to give a high, lasting magnetic flux.

Electro-magnets are not used in this work. (In fact, certain electro-magnetic fields have been noted to produce harmful effects on living organisms, and are not discussed here).

The method is very simple. Water is passed between the poles (through the gap) of a suitable magnet. Water does not touch the poles. It may be simply dripped down through the magnet's gap. Or, it may be passed through a small glass tube fixed between the poles (in the gap).
Only a very short time is required for the magnetic field to change water. The water need be in the gap of the magnet (subjected to full flux) for only one-tenth of a second.

Therefore any arrangement which drips water through the magnet's gap, drop after drop, is satisfactory. Ample quantities of water can thus be easily treated in a short time.

5. Summary of treatment essentials. Treatments with "magnetized water", as developed in Leningrad, can be summed thus:

Permanen alloy magnet used has a flux strength, measured in gauss, approximately the same as the number of milligrams of dissolved salts per liter of water used.

Water is dripped through the gap of the magnet at such a rate that it is in the magnetic field for at least one-tenth second.

Amount of magnet-treated water which they give to people is accurately measured.

The total daily water consumption of each person is first measured; includes not only water, tea, coffee but also water in soups and other cooked foods (water consumed in such foods, not water used in cooking and discarded).

At the start of treatment, people are given no more than one-fifth of their total daily water in the form of magnet-treated water; any way of consuming that water is used (that is, in drinks or in foods).

Quantity of magnet-treated water is each day slowly increased; maximum amount of magnet-treated water which doctors give to people in USSR is 70 percent of their total water consumption (7 out of 10 ounces).

Research in space. Little of this has been published, but enough to show very big influence of magnetism on human life.
Basic life rhythms in man (daily, monthly and others) found to be dependent on magnetic field of Sun and Earth. Whole new science of Bio-Rhythmology was founded in June 1967, in USSR, evidence of massive research they are doing in this direction.

Indeed, many biologists who sneered at space research as a waste of money and of no value to important "life sciences", are mere on-lookers while biology itself is being radically changed ... by discoveries made in space, about magnetism.

Changes in magnetic field can greatly disturb human beings: slow down the mind, cause weariness, upset or induce sleep. But these effects can be countered by new bio-rhythmological methods, still in early development stages.

Prevention of negative rhythmic symptoms in Man holds out great promises, including means to stop emotional upsets and panic, development of healthy fearless excitement. (Already being applied in USSR to training of fighter pilots and spaceship crews).

The new Magnetic Water Pencil. By simply placing the magnet end of the all new water pencil in a glass of tap water for one to three minutes, then tasting the water, you will note a great difference in the taste of the water. Compare your regular drinking water - tap water, mineralized water. Taste it very carefully. Now, place your magnetic pencil (magnet end) into a glass of water. Allow it to remain there with only a stir or two needed for one to three minutes. Remove the magnetic pencil and taste the new polarized water. You will be very pleased with the refreshing taste and the feeling of renewal you will get within minutes.

The Magnetic Water Pencil ($1.50) is available from: Dr. Ralph U. Sierra, Puerto Rico Scientific Research Laboratory, 1707 Arkansas St., San Gerardo, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 00926."

Our thanks to associate Dr. Sierra for cooperation in this field.
THE FUTURE CASTS IT'S SHADOWS

"And if a house be divided against itself, that house cannot stand.
And if Satan rise up against himself, and be divided, he cannot stand, but hath an end."


The world of materialistic money-loving, greedy, power-hungry people is divided into two categories. Down through history every tyrant told his people they were surrounded by enemies, and they would have to be taxed heavily in order for their leaders to provide protection for them.

Today the billions of dollars appropriated for "defense" is astronomical. A bomb is not a defensive weapon, neither are missiles; or most of the machinery of the military in the world today.

The "balance of power" philosophy permits both sides to sell weapons of war to the other side solely for profit. Battleships, and bombers, now dead targets in a missile atomic age, are still being produced solely for profit.

The shadow that makes the future grim is the fact that the divided world of power in the so-called "free" world, and the so-called "communist" world have not included the people of the world in their plans of offence and defense strategy.

The worry-wart of both sides is the economy, and the "third world" further divides them both. Oil has become the economic weapon only because the profit in oil has excluded the other energy sources developed by the shackled inventors in their small shops at home.

In ignoring these lonely, dedicated, self-made scientists, neither side has the control for victory
over the other. The "third world" has now become the target of both sides, or the ally of either side. Oil will not be the factor in winning another war because transportation is its nemesis.

There will be no production lines, overtime, or pay checks, in the conflict of today. All essential requirements in weapons, and supplies, must be stockpiled before another war starts.

In event of a war starting, the immediate result on either side would be economic chaos. No jobs, no solvent banks, no food, no transportation, no political or police control. The people of the world who have no ill feeling against each other would rise up as one and turn on the authorities of their own countries.

Hungry disillusioned people do not reason, they act.

With "detente" and propaganda of the welfare state, patriotism has been killed. Satan's devilish system has provided for the destruction of its makers. Revolution would wipe out authority, and order, and further mob chaos would result.

The divided world could have gotten together and prevented such a holocaust, but it will never happen now. The power hungry world has gone beyond the point of no return.

Those who have the most have everything to lose. Those who have nothing will still have nothing. The "welfare state" millions will lead the revolution because they are already fed up with their plight.

This is the destiny of a planet that promoted evolution, the power of money and forgot God.

There is only time enough left to get out of the bomb-target cities, get out in the open country, and plan for survival in groups. This of course is limited to those who have the means to do it, and are not slaves of the credit system.

"And I heard another voice from heaven, saying,
Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues."

Revelations 18:4.

GREETINGS

WE WANT TO EXTEND GREETINGS TO OUR READERS FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A SAFE HAPPY NEW YEAR!

BOOK

A small book on the philosophical approach to life is available, by sending $3.00 to Box 3867, Landers, California 92284.

The title is, "Susie's Sudden Saucer" by Dorris.

ANNIVERSARY

This issue of the "Proceedings" starts our 23rd year of its publication. Little did we realize when we printed the first issue in October of 1953, that we would be printing it in 1976.

Things that succeed have a purpose, and things that have a purpose succeed. We can only thank those of our readers who have supported this long effort with their financial help. You too, are a part of this publication.
"And a man shall be as an hiding place from the wind, and a covert from the tempest; as rivers of water in a dry place, as the shadow of a great rock in a weary land." Isaiah - 32:2.

"Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities: thine eyes shall see JerUSAlem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not be taken down; not one of the stakes thereof shall ever be removed, neither shall any of the cords thereof be broken." Isaiah - 33:20.

"As birds flying, so will the Lord of hosts defend JerUSAlem; defending also he will deliver it; and passing over he will preserve it." Isaiah - 31:5.

"The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the desert a highway for our God." Isaiah - 40:3.

"Shew the things that are to come hereafter, that we may know that ye are gods: yea, do good, or do evil, that we may be dismayed, and behold it together." Isaiah - 41:23.

"The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a cottage; and the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall and not rise again." Isaiah - 24:20.

So many prophecies have come true - trees blooming out of season, thunderings in the sky (sonic booms), nation against nation, earthquakes in diverse places, children ruling their parents, women dressing like men, blood of man on the moon (the moon walks), hellfire (atom bombs) and damnation (the world stockpiled with doomsday weapons). The use of geophysical disasters for warfare, as described in the last "Saga" magazine.
What kind of madmen are in authority to create a
cbomb out of the planet with "overkill" capacities to
destroy a civilization? Who is their God? What
purpose is to be accomplished? Who wants the power
to rule over an incinerated planet? Where is the
end of this insanity when both sides sell sophisticated
weapons to the other side to "maintain a balance of
power"?

To prophesy that things are going to be better
would be a lie. To believe that there would be a
winner in an atomic war would be another lie. To
think that greed in control will save the economy, is
another impossibility. There is only one prophecy
that people can fulfill for themselves. Prepare for
survival! NOW!

PICTURE OF THE "INTEGRATRON"
WITH GOAT MOUNTAIN IN BACKGROUND.
THE "INTEGRATRON"

The picture of the armature, with the "dirods" installed will be printed in the January-February-March - 1977 issue of the "Proceedings".

Checking, rechecking, drilling test holes, and realignment of the drilling equipment for this accurate job have delayed the final assembly. This job must be right the first time, or replacement of the entire armature spar-spinner would be necessary.

Other essential progress is being made and will continue.

APOLOGY

One of those things that happen in various stages of printing, caused us to give credit for the two pictures in the last "Proceedings" to Kenny Bradshaw and his father.

It should have read Kenny Bradford and his father Ken Bradford.

NEW DIRECTORS

At the Annual Board of Directors election on October 9th, the following people were added to the board: Dr. W. Davis Evans, Catherine Phillips, John Paul Jones, Bob Benson, Darlene Barnett, Loretta Merriam and Terry Briggs.

FLASH... DAM BREAKS. 300 MILE RADIUS FROM NEVADA UNDERGROUND ATOM TESTS. THOUSANDS DIE IN HOURS.